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ABSTRACT

When universities makes the decision to go for accreditation to improve performance standards, there has been an impact on academics who are involved in the process. The literature suggests that for accreditation such as business programs such as AACSB, both positive and negative impact could occur for academics. This paper gives an overview on three areas of literature that is pertinent to this topic: resistance to change, accreditation impact on the university, and accreditation impact on business academics with balanced scorecard to measure accreditation impact.
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1. Background

For some countries, like Malaysia, education play an important role as education is expected to enable the increase in knowledge which would lead to improvements in capability and hopefully would facilitate change. Education in Malaysia receives significant investment from the Government, with annual total expenditure on education equivalent to 7.7% of annual Government expenditure, with higher education itself receiving 5.5% (Malaysian Education Blueprint [Higher Education] 2015-2025, Executive Summary p1-4). This significant investment in education and talent management of its future workforce suggest that the Government have high expectations on the actors involved – particularly the higher learning education (HLIs). Thus, in return for continued government funding, public HLIs must ensure achievement of performance outcomes and incentives for exceeding those outcomes (Malaysia Education Blueprint [Higher Education] 2015-2025, Executive Summary p1-20). In addition, the
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Malaysian government targets Malaysia as a ‘regional hub’ for education in the ASEAN/Asian region, thus having competitive, globally accredited universities would enable that target to be achieved.

2. Reduced Budget in 2016
In 2016, the education sector, particularly public universities were faced with reduced level of government spending due to the impact of global uncertainty as well as the reduction in the price of oil and commodity prices on the nation. The Malaysian Government in its 2016 budget implemented a 15% cut in higher education spending for 2016 and 19 out of the 20 public universities saw their allocations reduced with highest at 27.3% for Universiti Malaya (Sharma, 2015). In total, the Higher Education sector sees a decrease of RM1.4 billion (USD$325 million) compared with the previous year, a decrease of 15% from RM15.79 billion in 2015 compared to RM13.3 billion in 2016 (Sharma, 2015).

Constraints due to budget cuts increase the demands on universities and its staff in implementing its activities, much less in activities to improve its performance in order to attain accreditation, particularly regional or global accreditations. Other countries which have faced such circumstances earlier report the impact on the universities. In Australia for example, the significant cuts in funding have lead to higher student/staff ratios, over-enrolments, staff shortages, larger classes and poorer quality students (see Pop-Vasileva, Baird and Blair, 2014). The authors noted that such changes could have greater impact on certain faculties, such as accounting, expected as ‘cash cows’ in certain universities. The authors observed that the circumstances were also occurring when expectations were universities were expected to be more fiscally responsible. Such conditions faced in Australia is slowly being felt in Malaysia, thus the circumstances stated by the authors on staff shortages as well as issues of infrastructure and student quality could be felt in the near future for Malaysian universities.

In this circumstances, implementing or earning a global accreditation is not easy, and the literature suggest that any organisations, such as universities, which are in the process of implementing change will face resistance from its staff (see Julian &Ofori-Dankwa, 2006). Research on the impact of accreditation on academic staff has been few (van Kemenade and Hardjono, 2009). The authors argued that this was surprising given that research has shown that success in quality improvement in organisations were dependent on the ability to change of staff (see van Delden, 1992). The authors noted from research presented in conferences and journalistic articles, that there seems to be resistance from lecturers towards accreditation process though organisations could benefit from the accreditation itself. In their study on Netherlands universities, the author found that factors leading to resistance among staff towards accreditation include high workload, negative emotions (stress) as well as lack of knowledge and lack of acceptance (van Kemenade and Hardjono, 2009).

3. Aim of the Paper
This paper focuses specifically on the resistance to change towards achieving accreditation using the focus on the global accreditation from Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB). AACSB is a global accreditation for business management courses for both undergraduate and postgraduate courses. AACSB itself acknowledges that its accreditation is one of the most difficult that universities face, as AACSB has a strict criteria that must be met by universities. Though the accreditation could bring positive outcomes to the university itself, what are the impact that it might have on the academic staff, especially with regard to resistance of change from staff? Specifically, what are the impact, both positive and negative that might have on the academic staff? The aim of this research paper is to present an overview on three areas of literature that is pertinent to this topic: resistance to change, accreditation impact on the university as well as accreditation impact on business academics.
4. AACSB accreditation

Among the well-known global accreditation of business management programs are The Association of MBA (AMBA), The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) and European Quality Improvement System (EQUIS) – global accreditation of business management programs at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels. This paper focuses on the impact of the accreditation process towards achieving the AACSB accreditation has on university academics. AACSB is an international accreditation of business schools programs, headquartered in the US. AACSB International is in charge of accreditation of universities outside the United States. AACSB provides “internationally recognised, specialised accreditation for business and accounting programs at the bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral level. The AACSB accreditation standards challenge post-secondary educators to pursue excellence and continuous improvement throughout their business programs. AACSB accreditation is known, worldwide, as the longest standing, most recognised form of specialised/professional accreditation an institution and its business programs can earn” (AACSB website). The AACSB has more than 90 years of history of recognising excellence in management education and is the largest and most recognised specialised accreditation worldwide. AACSB informs through its website that the accreditation is very stringent with 86% of universities (schools) noting that the standards are the most stringent as compared to other accreditations (AACSB website). Furthermore, the current standards in business education from AACSB’s point of view is that schools should be currently focusing on Engagement, Innovation and Impact in managing their programs. Currently, out of 353 AACSB members in Asia (universities who are starting or in the process of being accredited), only 84 universities or schools are accredited with AACSB (as at February 2016).

Thus, the high standards of AACSB has an impact on the university academics in terms of preparing, addressing and implementing programs to enhance the standards of teaching, research, publication as well as general management of business programs in schools, with the focus on improving the standards for the students. One consequence of the AACSB accreditation is the qualification of lecturers who teach business courses in the university (or ‘schools’) as they need to have a PhD in order to teach, thus increasing the pressure to complete a PhD and publish (Hermanson, 2008), leading to situations where both academics and research students are competing to publish in the same journals (Mathews, 2007, Pop-Vasileva et al, 2014). One consequence of this circumstances are where some early career academics are leaving their institutions and thus universities are facing issues of retaining high quality staff (Pop-Vasileva et al, 2014). The next section looks at both positive and negative impacts that accreditation has on academics.

Therefore the higher standards expected as a result of preparing to acquire accreditation as well as maintaining accreditation could result in increasing academics’ as well as administrators resistance to change. For this paper, viewpoint of academics is the focus.

5. Resistance to Change

To achieve accreditation is not easy for universities. For many universities, they start as teaching institutions, and slowly, change towards focusing on research and publication as well as internationalising their outlook. Therefore, it is not surprising that entrenched staff, particularly academic staff, might be resistant to change, especially if the staff had been senior academics or have had many years of focusing on teaching and now are asked to change towards other areas. Thus top management of universities need to deal with the resistance to change of their staff, and find ways to strategically manage in order that change could occur in a positive manner, without negative consequences to the university in the future. The situations facing universities are not unusual.
Corporations and other organisations too are facing change in their own way, with more uncertain economic outlook, for example the ‘Brexit’ impact on UK and EU in 2016.

### Strategic Management

Thus, how do organisations manage resistance to change? In strategic management, several strategies are suggested. David and David (2015) suggest that in order to face resistance to change, these types of strategy might be implemented: Force change strategy - involves giving orders and enforcing those orders; educative change strategy - one that presents information to convince people of the need for change, as well as self-interest change strategy - one that attempts to convince individuals that the change is to their personal advantage. Therefore, for top management of universities, one or a combination of all three types of strategies might be suggested. A research study on the type of strategy, if any, that is implemented when a university is implementing processes towards achieving a global accreditation could be done.

Resistance to change is perhaps understandable. The human being is against change and prefers the comfort zone of what is familiar. However, research has shown that change is possible and performance could improve. For example, based on a study of two Canadian health organisations, these organisations showed that changes were made where there were improvements at the systems and management practices as well as external communications (see Lanteigne & Bouchard, 2016). The study suggest that among the stages of the accreditation process, the ‘self-assessment’ and ‘make improvements and follow up on recommendations’ were the most useful as it contributed the most to change. As facilitators, the interdisciplinary accreditation teams were preferred as change agents (Lanteigne & Bouchard 2016). However, the authors cautioned that the organisations still had a long way to go. Their improvement had yet to achieve the minimum level of requirement to achieve accreditation without restrictions, and the organisations had to find a way to formalize the changes made into the organisations’ systems.

From the context of an academic environment like universities, the study by Ingram, House, Chenoweth, Dee, Ahmed, Williams, Downing and Richards (2014), recognized that for academics to be ‘agents of change’ there need to be acquisitions of skills, understanding institutional contexts, achieving specific structure of support as well as attaining four types of resources – namely targeted reading, for example books such as Kotter and Whitehead’s “Buy-in”, developing group partners, making time for focused work as well as an action plan (Ingram et al, 2014).

Accreditation process could also indirectly lead to organizational change, though accreditation itself on its own is not enough, and need to be supported with powerful interests in order to generate direct change (Cooper, Parkes & Blewitt, 2014). White, Paslawski and Kearney (2013) noted that in the education sector, reasons usually cited for failure to change include: lack of understanding and support from faculty, lack of skills needed for change as well as lack of coordination and assessment of change (Rollins et al, 1999, Genn, 2001, Sefton 2004). In addition, for medical schools, White et al (2013) noted the literature suggest that conservative culture, territorial conflicts and defending current practices as other factors (Bernier et al. 2000; Lane 2007) that has impact on resistance to change. In their study, White et al (2013) discovered that one way to bring about rapid change is to acknowledge that resistance to change was going to be an issue but to go ahead and through innovative leadership, and with the right support for the ‘agents of change’, they were able to achieve success. The authors also noted that the (medical) faculty realized that education for the faculty now played a more important role than before Thus, the aspect of resistance to change of an organization towards change, such as that when acquiring accreditation or in some cases, to reaccredit after losing an accreditation, suggest that organisations need to consider carefully the process of accreditation and the impact that it has on an organization. The literature has suggested both positive and negative impacts of accreditation and the next section discuss this.
Positive Impact of Accreditation

Overall, though, some researchers emphasise that accreditation such as AACSB have many benefits and suggest that lack of information from academics could be the source of uncertainty. Romero (2008) suggest that AACSB have positive impact on business school strategy, encourage creativity, and various value-added through accreditation-related reporting. In addition, he states that ACCSB has also flexible guidelines in areas of graduate admission, faculty qualification, and curriculum requirements.

In terms of learning, though AACSB could promote Organisational Learning and have a focus on quality, research productivity and innovative programming are not guaranteed. But the schools could at least ensure that they have participated with peer review exercise and in addition, the schools also need to ensure results are sustained (Elliot & Goh (2013).

In terms of performance, accredited schools show greater improvement compared to unaccredited schools over a period of time, and with large magnitudes – nearly 5% greater (between 1997-2007) – passing for candidates with all parts taken, and 7% difference for passing for candidates with some parts taken, as mentioned by Morgan (2011). The author discussed the case of a university with an engineering program.

Negative Impact of Accreditation

The negative impact of accreditation as noted in the literature include workload increase – which were towards peripheral task – preparation, formalisation of documents, meetings (Lichy&Pon, 2015). In addition, the impact could also be on the industry practitioners – Lightbody (2010) noted that as Australian business schools pursue AACSB accreditation, this may have a number of negative consequences for universities. It may in fact exacerbate, rather than relieve, the current shortage of accounting faculty and result in a fall in teaching quality. The loss of ex-practitioners from the teaching faculty may also result in accounting programs that are perceived as less relevant and engaging by students (Lightbody, 2010). While another negative impact is with regard to student teaching: accreditation could change the focus of business education towards mission-linked approach, promotes growth but at the expanse of pedagogy (Lowrie& Willmott, 2009).

There are also concerns in the literature that top management of business schools are seeking accreditation in order to achieve legitimacy benefits rather than performance benefits (Hodge, 2010). This notion is also supported by Lightbody (2010) who noted that many Australian business schools are seeking to become AACSB accredited in order to increase their marketability for students. In addition, some researchers also suggest that top management has reward and systems in place to train and reward accordingly: “Must be thoroughly trained in supervisory and management practices, including defining desired behavior, linking rewards to the behavior, managing performance, creatively designing broad reward systems and leveraging tenure and faculty governance systems” (Day and Peluchette, 2009).

6. Stress and Jobs Less Rewarding

Roberts, Johnson & Groesbeck (2004, pg. 124) noted that salary increases do not accrue to faculty who must suffer through accreditation process with 22.2% of the respondents imply that there were salary adjustments, while on average it appears that faculty are suffering more stress and find their jobs less rewarding, still 22.4% disagree that their jobs are more stressful, and in fact a small number, 23.3%, agree that their work is more rewarding. Thus the authors suggest that “…any school contemplating seeking AACSB accreditation needs to evaluate the results in light of their idiosyncratic circumstances” (pg.124). This suggest that each university or schools might face unique experiences, and that though many academics might complain that they face more stress and higher workload, there might be a small number of academics who might disagree. Thus, if a research could uncover the reasons why or the strategies that worked for a particular group, this would contribute to literature.
In summary, the literature has shown that in terms of resistance to change, the leadership and management of organisations need to ensure that they are ready to face several issues which concern the accreditation that schools/universities face with academics. Some concerns such as the higher workload and stress due to the accreditation exercise as well as the preparation, while others are concerned with negative impact of the accreditation itself. However, some literature also pointed out the benefits of the accreditation exercise, including increase in performance. However, the strategy of top management in their strategy with academics need to be considered and academics should be trained, motivated and rewarded accordingly.

Therefore, for top management of universities, one or a combination of all three types of strategies might be suggested. A research study on the type of strategy, if any, that is implemented when a university is implementing processes towards achieving a global accreditation could be done. To analyse the impact of the change on university, one way would be to utilise the Balanced Scorecard.

7. **Balanced Scorecard**

Strategic management focuses on how managers or organisations make decisions on determining the long-run performance of the organisation with regard to the firm’s resources (Wheelen and Hunger, 2010). Thus, the drive towards improving the performance of the organisation (the university) through accreditation, qualification and attaining RU status has an impact on how the top management manages its resources (particularly, academic staff).

The Balanced Scorecard approach to strategy evaluation aims to balance long-term with short-term concerns, to balance financial with nonfinancial concerns, and to balance internal with external concerns (David & David, 2015). Thus, questions that top management should be asking are as follows: How well is the firm continually improving and creating value along measures such as innovation, technological leadership, product quality, operational process, efficiencies, and so on? (David & David, 2015). Wheelen and Hunger (2012) suggest that Balanced scorecard—combines financial measures that tell results of actions already taken with operational measures on customer satisfaction, internal processes and the corporation’s innovation and improvement activities, and thus could be divided into these four areas: Financial, Customer, Internal business perspective, and Innovation and learning.

Thus, using the Balanced Scorecard, future research could examine four criteria to evaluate the performance of the university based on the impact of AACSB accreditation: 1) Internal Customers (Staff): Impact on academic staff, 2) Customer: Impact on students, 3) Financial: Impact on Financial and 4) Innovation and learning: Impact on activities such as research and publication.

In conclusion, this paper has discussed some pertinent issues with regard to resistance to change, particularly in the education sector, when universities have to face an aspect of change due to either acquiring an accreditation, such as AACSB, and the overall overview of the accreditation impact on academics, and with a view on analyzing the impact using the Balanced Scorecard.
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